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L INTRODUCTION
I.
grille
monochromators, grille
same grating
The same
grating mounting
mounting can
can be
be used for monochromators,
shown
Fastie3'4 has shown
spectrometers. 1 '2 Fastie3i4
Hadamardspectrometers.1'2
and Hadamard
spectrometers, and
spectrometers,
astigmatism
mounting,astigmatism
Ebertmounting,
the Ebert
uses the
that uses
monochromator that
that for aa monochromator
entrance
neutralized ifif the entrance
be neutralized
can be
lines can
spectrum lines
of the spectrum
and curvature of
and exit slits
slitsare
areproperly
properlycurved.
curved.Consequently,
Consequently, for
for this
thismonochromamonochromafor
than for
slits than
curved slits
longer for curved
length can be made much longer
slit length
the slit
tor the
straight slits;
slits; and
andsince
sincethe
theoptical
opticalthroughput
throughput isisdirectly
directlyproportional
proportional to
greatly increased by using
be greatly
can be
the slit length,
length, the optical throughput
throughput can
grille
his grille
of his
maximize the
curved slits.
slits. In
In order to maximize
the optical
optical throughput of
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usedaa circularly
Tinsley5used
mounting,Tinsley5
Ebertmounting,
an Ebert
usedan
which used
spectrometer, which
spectrometer,
grille.
symmetric grille.
symmetric
have
date have
Almost
Almost all
all the
the Hadamard
Hadamard spectrometers
spectrometers constructed to date
al. 6 constructed
et al.&
Esplin et
used straight slits. However, Esplin
constructed a singly
singly encoded
encoded
Hadaand aa Hadaslit and
entrance slit
curved entrance
used aa curved
Hadamard spectrometer that used
encoded
mard mask with curved slits. Swift et al.
al.77 constructed
constructed a doubly encoded
Hadamard
spectrometer in
in which
which curved
curved slits
slits were
wereused
usedinin both
both the
the
Hadamard spectrometer
the
used the
spectrometers used
entrance and exit masks.
masks. Both these Hadamard spectrometers
Czerny-Turner
CzernyTurner mounting.
of a
This paper summarizes
summarizes the
the theoretical
theoretical and experimental results of
typical Hadaofaa typical
study to ascertain how much the optical throughput
throughput of
mard spectrometer with a Czerny-Turner
Czerny- Turner mounting
mounting could
could be increased
increased
by using
using curved
curved rather
rather than straight slits. The usable length of straight
ray
slits was
was ascertained
ascertained using
usingboth
both analytic
analytic expressions
expressions and computer
computer ray
slits was optimized by ray
tracing. The
tracing.
The radius
radius of curvature for curved slits
tracing. The ray
tracing.
ray tracing
tracing was
was done
done using
using the
the algorithms
algorithms of Spencer and
ray-tracing
the rayofthe
error of
.8 The transverse error
Murty
Murty.8
tracing results was less
less than
than 0.1
elsewhere. 9
given elsewhere.9
been given
has been
study has
this study
jum.
pm. A more extensive
extensive report
report on this
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the experimental
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for
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singlyencoded
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Czerny-Turner
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two spherical
the two
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by the vertices
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below this
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1. Model
Model 305
-HS Hadamard
Hadamard spectrometer
spectrometer of Minuteman
ries, Inc.
ries,

the
by the
encoded by
whereititisis encoded
plane, where
maskplane,
Hadamardmask
the Hadamard
in the
spectrum in
the spectrum
energy
dispersedenergy
the dispersed
recollects the
pass recollects
dedispersion pass
The dedispersion
translating mask. The
size can be minimized.
detector size
so that the detector
minimized. For
For many
many detector
detector types
types the
the
size. The slit
minimizing the detector size.
minimized by minimizing
is minimized
noise is
detector noise
conventional
ofaaconventional
that of
half that
most half
is at most
spectrometer is
length for
length
for this spectrometer
Czerny-Turner
CzernyTurnerspectrometer
spectrometer because
because the
the entrance
entrance slit
slit cannot extend
obscuration
because of the obscuration
However, because
symmetry. However,
of symmetry.
below
below the plane of
caused by
caused
by the
the mounting
mounting hardware
hardware of
of plane
plane mirrors
mirrors 11 and
and 2 and the
entrance slit is 8.2
unobstructed entrance
Hadamard
Hadamard mask,
mask, the
the bottom of the unobstructed
mm above the plane
plane of
of symmetry.
symmetry. The
The top
top of
ofthe
theunobstructed
unobstructed entrance
slit isis 29
29 mm
mmabove
abovethe
theplane
planeof
ofsymmetry.
symmetry.Therefore,
Therefore,the
theunobstructed
unobstructed
entrance-slit
entrance
-slit length
lengthof
ofthis
this spectrometer
spectrometer is approximately 20 mm. The
100-mm
stop100
field stop
mm.AAfield
104mm.
planeisis 104
focalplane
thefocal
widthofofthe
unobstructed
unobstructed width
-mm
is
mechanism is
translating mechanism
masktranslating
The mask
study. The
this study.
wide
wide was
was used
used for this
designed for a cyclic
cyclic code;
code; that
that is,
is, encoding
encoding isisaccomplished
accomplished by
by translattranslatimage of the entrance
exit-slit
ing the mask one exit
-slitwidth,
width, the
the width
width of the image
spectral-line
with aa spectral
plane with
mask plane
the mask
slit formed in the
-line source, between each
measurement.
much
how much
determine how
pass determine
dispersion pass
of the dispersion
The optical aberrations
aberrations of
that is, the usable portion
can be used; that
length can
slitlength
of the unobstructed
unobstructed slit
portion of
spectral
the spectral
of the
quality of
the quality
by the
determined by
is determined
length is
slit length
unobstructedslit
the unobstructed
Conseplane. Consemask plane.
the mask
in the
formed in
images of
images
of the
the entrance slit that are formed
Fig. 2, which is equivalent to the
in Fig.
shown in
system shown
optical system
quently, the optical
dispersion pass, was used
optics of this spectrometer
spectrometer for the dispersion
used to
to compute
compute
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HadamardSpectromTABLE I.I.Optical
TABLE
OpticalParameters
Parameters of
ofthe
the Minuteman
Minuteman Hadamard
Spectrom305-HS.______________________________
eter Model 305
-HS.
Parameter
R1
R!

R2

W
L
a
b
A

SPHERICAL
MIRROR 1

B

C
D

GRATI

k
A
XP
d
a
ft
ß
(//
SPHERICAL
MIRROR 2

*s
`Ps
MASK
FIELD

Description
mirror 11
Radius
Radius of
of spherical mirror
Radius
Radius of
of spherical
spherical mirror 2
grating
of grating
Width of
Length
Length of grating
mirror 11
Off-axis
Off -axis angle
angle of
of spherical mirror
mirror 22
Off-axis
Off
-axis angle
angle of
of spherical
spherical mirror
spherical
of spherical
length of
focal length
Meridional
Meridional focal
a]
[(R 1 /2)cos
mirror 11 [(R1
/2cos a]
Distance
from mirror 11 to grating
Distance from
Distance from
Distance
from grating
grating to
to mirror 2
spherical
of spherical
length of
Meridional
Meridional focal
focal length
b]
[(R2 /2)cos b]
mirror 22 [(R2/2)cos
Diffraction order
Wavelength at the center of the field
stop
spacing of the grating
Groove spacing
grating
at grating
Incidence angle at
Diffraction angle for wavelength A.AID
angle
Mask angle

w _
2w
R2 cos b
= 15
D ~ R2cosb

Value
mm
1000.0
1000.0 mm
mm
925.0
925.0 mm
mm
64.0 mm
mm
64.0 mm
degrees
6.17 degrees
degrees
10.57
10.57 degrees

497.107 mm
mm
mm
412.750 mm
mm
365.252 mm
mm
454.652 mm
454.652
11
/um
11.5 µm
11.5
/j.m
11.11 µm
degrees
21.26
21.26 degrees
degrees
42.26degrees
42.26
degrees
87.7
87.7 degrees

(4)

is equivalent to the expres(3) is
For diffractionlimited operation
operation Eq. (3)
diffraction-limited
sion given by Fastie.3
Fastie.3The
The angular
angular half
half width
width of
of the
the diffraction pattern
pattern
is given by
formed by the rectangular
by
of this spectrometer is
rectangular pupil of

STOP

analysis.
theoretical analysis.
for theoretical
used for
system used
Fig. 2.
2. Optical system
(i)d

Wcos
W cos

(5)

ß

the theoretical slit-length
slit -lengthlimits.
limits.The
The basic
basic optical
optical parameters
parameters are identified
fied in
in Fig.
Fig.22and
andtheir
their values
valuestabulated
tabulated in
in Table
Table I.I. The
The symbols
symbols used in
Fig.
Fig. 22and
andTable
TableIIfor
forthese
theseoptical
opticalparameters
parametersare
areused
usedthroughout
throughout this
this
paper.

<$>& then
tocPd,
If Os
in Eq.
Eq. (3) is
equal to
set equal
is set
<f>s in

STRAIGHT-SLIT
IIL STRAIGHT
III.
-SLIT THEORY
THEORY

diffraction-thediffraction
andRRisis the
gratingand
thegrating
onthe
where
grooveson
ofgrooves
numberof
where N is the number
Table I,
in Table
tabulated in
values tabulated
parameter values
limited resolving power. For the parameter
Eq.
exit-slit
diffraction-limited,
the diffractionlimited, exit
-slit width
width resulting
resulting from multiplying Eq.
110/mi.
is 110
(5) by D is
Am.
Equations (3) and (6) were derived
derived by
by assuming
assumingthat
thatthe
thebottom
bottom of
of
However, for
symmetry. However,
of symmetry.
plane of
was on the plane
entrance slit
the
the entrance
slit was
for this
this
mm
is 8.2 mm
slit is
entrance slit
the entrance
ofthe
bottom of
spectrometer the unobstructed bottom
spectrometer
deviation for
angular deviation
difference between the angular
plane. If the difference
above
above this plane.
is computed
slit is
entrance slit
usable entrance
the usable
ofthe
bottom of
and bottom
points at the top and
$s
width Os
exit-slit
angularexit
theangular
equaltotothe
setequal
difference set
the difference
using Eq.
Eq. (1), the
-slit width
angular distance from the
6, the angular
and the resulting equation solved for 0,
by
given by
slitisis given
entranceslit
usable entrance
theusable
ofthe
top of
plane to the top

usable length
The usable
length of
of straight
straight slits
slits isis limited
limited by
by the
the curvature
curvature of
of the
the
astigmatism.
spectral images
images of
of the
the entrance slit and by astigmatism.
images
spectral images
of spectral
Curvature
Curvature of
image of a
spectral image
angular deviation
The angular
deviation from a straight line of the spectral
given by10
straight entrance slit is given
by'°

c

kX

2d cos ß

9

'

(1)

=
60=

the
is the
andXA is
symmetryand
of symmetry
6 isisthe
where B
theangular
angulardistance
distance from
from the plane of
wavelength.
wavelength. For
For this
this spectrometer
9

y

2y
2y

A

RI
R1 cos a

B=
(2)

where
where yy is
is the
the distance
distance above
above the
the plane
plane of
of symmetry
symmetry of
of aa point
point in the
spectral
6 resulting
entrance
entrance slit.
slit. The
The limit
limit on B
resulting from
from curvature
curvature of
of the spectral
$s, the
images
images can
can be
be found
found by
by equating
equating the angle
angle given
given by
by Eq.
Eq. (1)
(1) to Os,
angular exit-slit
exit -slitwidth.
width. The
The result is

6=
B=

2csd cos ß
kX

(3)

exit-slit
theexit
w isis the
-slit width,
spectrometer ififw
For this spectrometer
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k= RR2_ '

kW

cos (3ß+B2
2</>s d cos
il2ctsd
kX

(6)

(7)

where BB
theangular
angulardistance
distancefrom
fromthe
the plane
plane of
of symmetry
symmetry to
to the
#B isisthe
where
0g equals 8.2 mm
spectrometer 8B
thisspectrometer
For this
slit. For
entrance slit.
the entrance
of the
bottom of
c/^,
</>s equals itid,
thatififOs
(7) that
and (7)
divided by A. It follows from Eqs. (2), (5) and
mm
12.4 mm
slitisis 12.4
entranceslit
usable entrance
theusable
ofthe
topof
thetop
spectrometer the
then for this spectrometer
operadiffraction-limited
fordiffractionTherefore,for
of symmetry. Therefore,
above the plane of
limited operathe length
limits the
lines limits
spectrallines
thespectral
ofthe
curvatureof
of this spectrometer,
tion of
spectrometer, curvature
of aa straight
straight entrance
entrance slit
slitto
to4.2
4.2mm
mm(12.4
(12.4 -- 8.2
8.2 =
= 4.2). Equation (7) was
tracing.
ray tracing.
confirmed by ray
Astigmatism
in Fig. 3.
illustrated in
imaged as a line as illustrated
causes aapoint
Astigmatism
Astigmatism causes
point to be imaged
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Fig.
image of
Fig. 3.
3. Effect
Effect of
of astigmatism
astigmatism on
on the image
of aa point.
point.

For a straight entrance slit the required
required exit
exit-slit
-slit width is

. fy
wa=

(8)

^-*

5O°

E

where fe isis the
the length
length of
of the
the astigmatic image,
image, yy isis the
the distance from the
plane of symmetry
of the entrance slit,
slit, and
and EE is the distance
symmetry to
to the top of
from the grating
grating center
slit.
center to the entrance slit.
Lindblom 11 has
has derived
derived aa mathematical
mathematical expression from which the
Lindblom"
total-path-length
Czerny-Turner
total -path- lengthvariation
variationcaused
caused by
by astigmatism in aa CzernyTurner
mounting
mounting can
can be
be computed.
computed. His
His expression
expression can
can be
be converted
converted to
to a
transverse
expression. 9 The
transverse aberration expression.9
The length ef is twice this transverse
aberration expression;
expression; therefore,
sin22 b
sin2b
sin^a
R} l cos
Ri
cos aa+ R2 cos b

cos bb.
R2L cos

X
LJ

(9)

Equation
ray tracing.
Equation (9)
(9) was
was verified
verified to
to within
within 22 percent by ray
tracing. For
For the
the
mm. If
If this
this value
parameters tabulated in Table I, ef equals 2.8 mm.
value of
of e,
f, E
E
equal
equal to
to 91
91 mm,
mm, and
and yy equal
equal to
to 8.2
8.2 mm
mm are
are substituted
substituted in Eq.
Eq. (8), w
equals
equals 252
252 /zm.
µm. This is
is more
more than
than twice the
the diffraction-limited
diffraction- limited width
width or
o
urn. For the top of
of the unobstructed
unobstructed entrance
entrance slit,
110 µm.
slit, y equal to 29
mm,
mm, wa
wa isis 892
892 /xm.
µm.

EXIT-SLIT RADIUS

(mm)

Fig.
exit-slit
and the exit
exit-slit
Fig. 5.
5. Relationship
Relationship between
between the required exit
-slit width
width and
-slit
radius for
for an
an entrance-slit
entrance -slit radius
radiusof
of91
91 mm
mm when
when the
the top
top of
of the
the entrance
entrance slit
slit
is
is 15
15 mm
mm above
above the
thespectrometer's
spectrometer's plane of
of symmetry.
symmetry. The exit-slit
exit -slitwidth
width isis
that required
required to collect
collect 85
85 percent
percent of
ofthe
thespot
spotdiagram
diagram of
ofaa point
point at
at the top
that
of the entrance slit.

IV. CURVED-SLIT
CURVED -SLITTHEORY
THEORY
Fastie3' 4 showed
effects of
of both
both
Fastie3,4
showedthat
thatfor
foran
anEbert
Ebertmonochromator
monochromator the effects
astigmatism
astigmatism and
and curvature
curvature of the spectral lines could be neutralized by
properly curving
curving both
boththe
theentrance
entranceand
andexit
exitslits.
slits.Kudo
Kudo12
12 has
properly
has shown
shown that
that
the optimum slit shape
shape for
for the
the Czerny-Turner
Czerny- Turnermonochromator
monochromator is ellipelliptical.
tical. Since
Since the
the field-stop
field -stopwidth
widthof
ofaaHadamard
Hadamardspectrometer
spectrometer is large,
large, the
the
optimum slit
slit shape
shape varies
varies significantly across the field stop. However,
However,
optimum
all
curvaturebecause
becausefor
foraacyclic
cyclic-all slits
slits were
were assumed
assumed to
to have the same curvature
code
significant
code Hadamard
Hadamard spectrometer a typical slit is used across a significant
portion of
of the
the field
field stop.
stop.
portion
The curvatures
curvatures for
were optifor the
the entrance
entrance slit
slit and
and the mask slits were
optimized
mized using
usingray-tracing
ray- tracingdata.
data.Spot
Spotdiagrams
diagramswere
werecomputed
computed using rays
rays
spaced across the entrance
entrance pupil
pupil such that each ray
ray was
wasrepresentative
representative of
of
an equal
equal amount
amount of energy.
energy. The
The slot
slot widths
widths required to collect the rays
were
optimization was
was
were computed
computed as
as the slot curvature was varied. The optimization
done for the slit geometry illustrated
illustrated in
in Fig.
Fig. 4, where
where ws
wg is
is the
the width
width and
p is the radius of the slit.
3' 4 the
As shown by Fastie,
Fastie,3,4
theoptimum
optimumslit
slitradius
radius for
for an
an Ebert
Ebert monomonochromator equals the distance between the entrance slit and the grating
grating
normal when
when the grating
grating isis in
in the zero-order
zero -orderdiffraction
diffraction position.
position. For
For
this spectrometer this distance is 91 mm. Plots
Plots of
ofthe
the required
requiredexit
exit-slit
-slit
width for the central wavelength
wavelength and
and for
for wavelengths
wavelengths at
at approximately
approximately
both extremes of
of the field stop with an entrance slit radius of
of 91 mm are

shown in Fig.
required to
to collect
collect 85
Fig. 5.
5. These
These plots
plots show the slot width required
percent of the spot diagram
diagram for a point located
located in the entrance
entrance slit 15
of symmetry. It
It can
can be
be seen from these plots that
mm above the plane of
approximately 360
the minimum slot width is approximately
360 )um,
µm, and the optimum
exit-slit
exit
-slitradius
radiusisis80
80mm.
mm. Since
Since the
the required
required slit
slit width
width to encode 255
spectral elements within the 100
100 mm
mm field
field stop
stop is
is 392 µm,
)um, aa 255
255 code
code
As can
can be used
used with
with an
an entrance
entrance slit
slit 6.8
6.8 mm
mm long
long (15
(15 -- 8.2 = 6.8). As
be seen from
from Fig.
Fig. 5,
5, the
the long
longwavelength
wavelengthend
endof
ofthe
thespectrum,
spectrum, 12.5
12.5 ^m,
µm,
determines the minimum
minimum exit
exit-slit
If the
the spectral
spectral interval
interval were
were
-slit width. If
10.5 to 11.5 µm,
jum, the minimum
minimum slit width would reduce to 125 µm,
/zm, and
the optimum
optimum exit
exit-slit
-slit radius
radius would
would be 86 mm.
As can be seen
seen from
from Fig.
Fig. 6,
6, the
therequired
requiredexit
exit-slit
width increases
increases
-slit width
significantly if the
the entrance
entrance slit
slit length
length isisincreased
increasedtoto16.8
16.8mm
mm(25
(25-- 8.2
8.2
16.8). The
Theminimum
minimumexit
exit-slit
widthfor
forthis
thisentrance
entrance-slit
= 16.8).
-slit width
-slit length is 725
^im, and
and the
the optimum
optimumexit
exit-slit
radius is
is 81 mm.
mm. Since
Since the
the required
required slit
slit
µm,
-slit radius
width to encode 127 spectral elements is
is 787 µm,
Mm> a 127 code could be
be
used with an entrance
entrance-slit
can also
also be seen from
-slit length
length of 16.8 mm. ItIt can
Fig.
Fig. 66 that
that if the
the spectral
spectral interval
interval were
were 10.5
10.5 to
to 11.5
11.5 ^tm,
µm, the minimum
minimum
exit-slit
^im, and the
the optimum
optimum exit
exit-slit
exit
-slitwidth
widthwould
would be
be reduced
reduced to
to 215
275 µm,
-slit
mm.
radius would be 86.6 mm.
It was
of the entrance slit could be increased by
was found
found that the length of
by
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above the plane
distance above
Maximum distance
Fig. 8.
Fig.
8. Maximum
plane of
of symmetry
symmetry for which there is
is
and
entrance and
the entrance
when the
power when
resolving power
the resolving
in the
no
no significant deterioration in
197 ^m.
is 197
exit-slit
equal 118 mm and the exit
exit-slit
-slit width
width is
µm.
exit
-slit radii
radii both equal

(mm)

exit-slit
and the exit
Fig.
Fig. 6.
6. Relationship
Relationship between
between the
the required
required exit-slit
exit -slit width
width and
-slit
radius
radius for
for an
anentrance
entranceslit
slitradius
radiusof
of91
91mm
mmwhen
whenthe
thetop
topof
ofthe
theentrance
entranceslit
slit
is
is 25
25 mm
mm above
abovethe
thespectrometer's
spectrometer's plane
plane of
of symmetry.
symmetry. The
The exit-slit
exit -slitwidth
width is
is
point at the top
for aa point
the spot diagram for
of the
percent of
that required to collect
collect 85 percent
of the entrance slit.
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of 118 mm and
slit radii of
exit slit
andexit
entranceand
with entrance
spectrometer with
Hadamard spectrometer
Fig. 8.
an exit-slit
exit -slitwidth
widthof
of 197
197 Mm
µm are
are summarized
summarized in the
the plot
plot shown
shown in Fig.
8.
As can be
be seen
seen from
from this
this plot,
plot, there is
is no
no resolution degradation across
an
interval contained
spectral interval
entire spectral
the
the entire
contained within
within the
the field
field stop
stop for an
entrance-slit
entrance -slitlength
lengthof
of9.3
9.3mm
mm(17.5
(17.5--8.2
8.2 == 9.3).
9.3). However,
However, terminating
the entrance slit at 17.5 mm above the plane of symmetry is not a good
degradation at
solution to the resolution degradation
at the ends
ends of the field
field stop.
stop. A
A
is to use an entrance slit 20.8-mm
solution is
much better solution
20.8 -mm long (29 - 8.2
spectral
the spectral
of the
shape the field stop so that the portions of
and shape
20.8) and
= 20.8)
in Fig. 8 are obstructed
images
images corresponding
corresponding to
to points above the plot in
by the field stop.
slit-length
It was
was ascertained
ascertained that the slit
-length limits
limitswere
wereessentially
essentiallyconstant
constant
for small changes
changes in
in the grating
grating angle.
angle. The
The optimal curvature changed
spectral
central spectral
the central
only 2 percent when the grating was
was rotated so that the
^tm.
element
element had
had aa wavelength
wavelengthof
of9.3
9.3 /xm
µm instead
instead of
of 11.5 µm.

SUMMARY
THEORETICAL SUMMARY
V. THEORETICAL
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I
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ENTRANCEAND
ANDEXIT
EXIT SLIT
SLIT RADII
RADII (mm)

slits
exit slits
and exit
entrance and
the entrance
of the
Fig.
Fig. 7.
7. Exit-slit
Exit -slit width
width required when the radii of
above the
are
are equal
equaland
andthe
thetop
top of
of the
the entrance
entranceslit
slit isis 15
15 mm above
the plane
plane of
of
symmetrysymmetry. The
The exit-slit
exit -slitwidth
width isisthat
that required
requiredto
to collect
collect 85
85 percent
percent of
of the
spot
spot diagram
diagram of
of aa point
point at
at the
the top
top of
of the entrance
entrance slit.
slit.

exit-requiredexit
The required
entrance-slit
changing the
changing
the 91
91 mm entrance
-slit radius
radius constraint. The
Fig. 7.
in Fig.
plotted in
slit width when entrance and exit slit radii are equal is plotted
jum,
As can be
be seen
seenfrom
fromthis
thisfigure,
figure,the
theminimum
minimum exit-slit
exit -slitwidth
widthisis150
150µm,
slits is
exit slits
and exit
entrance and
the entrance
of curvature for the
and the optimum radius of
125 mm.
Since
Since 150
150 jum
µm is
is considerably
considerably smaller
smallerthan
than the
the 197
197 Mm
µm required to
code
511 code
stop, aa 511
field stop,
mm field
100 mm
511 spectral elements within the 100
encode 511
long.
can be used with an entrance slit at least 6.8 mm long.
was
measurements was
experimental measurements
the experimental
The Hadamard mask used for the
were
Fig. 77 were
plotsininFig.
theplots
before the
mm before
118 mm
of 118
fabricated with a slit radius of
made. This radius was selected by ascertaining the radius for which the
entrance slit 29 mm above the plane of
from a point
principal ray from
principal
point in the entrance
the
of the
center line of
symmetry at the central wavelength passed through
through the centerline
exit slit. As can be
be seen
seen from
from Fig.
Fig.7,7,using
usingaaradius
radiusof
of118
118mm
mminstead
instead of
of
125 mm improves
improves the
the spectrometer
spectrometer preformance for the spectral interwavewithwaveelementswith
spectralelements
forspectral
degradesititfor
butdegrades
jLtmbut
11.5 µm
val 10.5 to 11.5
slit-length
computed slitThe computed
/nm. The
lengths
lengths near
near 12.5
12.5 µm.
length limitations
limitations of
of the
the
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For straight slits the image
image of
of aapoint
point at
atthe
thebottom
bottom of the
the unobstructed
unobstructed
entrance slit is
is 252-/xm
252 -µm wide.
wide. Therefore, a 511 code, which requires a
slits even a fraction
straight slits
with straight
used with
be used
cannot be
slit width
width of 197 Mm,
um, cannot
fraction of
a millimeter
millimeter long.
long. In
In contrast,
contrast, curved slits over 20-mm
20 -mm long can be
be used
used
with
with aa 511
511 code.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL
EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON
COMPARISON
was measured using both
spectrometer was
the spectrometer
of the
profile of
instrumental profile
The instrumental
Two
used. Two
was used.
following procedure was
The following
slits. The
straight
straight and
and curved slits.
slits,
straight slits,
with straight
otherwith
the other
and the
slits and
curvedslits
with curved
one with
masks, one
Hadamard masks,
Hadamard
The
pm. The
197 µm.
exit-slit
fabricated. The exit
were fabricated.
-slitwidth
width of
of both
both masks
masks was
was 197
curved-slit
the curved
of the
radius of curvature
curvature of
-slit mask
mask was
was 118
118 mm.
mm. Two
Two entrance
entrance
were
straight, were
onestraight,
and one
mm and
118 mm
radius of 118
slits,
slits, one
one curved
curved with
with aa radius
fabricated.
fabricated. The width of both entrance slits was
was 171
171 Mmµm. The anamorMm divided by
phic magnification of this spectrometer
spectrometer is 1.15, and 197 µm
width
whose width
one whose
except one
slits except
the slits
all the
maskall
each mask
lneach
Mm- In
171 µm.
1.15 equals 171
exit-slit
equaled the exit
-slitwidth,
width, 197
197 Mm>
pm, were masked
masked off.
off. The
The instrumental
instrumental
signal versus mask posidetector signal
was recorded by plotting the detector
profile was
posiimage
entrance-slit
pastananentrance
translatedpast
was translated
slitwas
unmasked slit
the unmasked
tion as the
-slit image
to
filter to
with aa filter
lamp with
formed using a source consisting of a mercury lamp
the
orders of the
19th orders
isolate
isolate the
the 0.5461-/xm
0.5461 -µmline.
line.The
The 18th
18th and
and 19th
as those
same as
the same
are the
stop are
field stop
the field
in the
locations in
whose locations
line whose
0.546 1-fj.m
0.5461
-µm line
used.
were used.
respectively, were
/xm,respectively,
10.376 µm,
first-order
of first
-order lines
lines at
at 9.830
9.830 and 10.376
spectral elements at various
was measured for spectral
profile was
instrumental profile
The instrumental
locations across the field stop. The spectral elements were identified by
spectral element
with spectral
numbering
numbering them
them consecutively
consecutively from
from 11 to 511, with
each
For each
stop. For
field stop.
the field
wavelength end
short wavelength
the short
at the
number 11 at
number
end of the
grating was
instrumental profile measurement,
measurement, the grating
was rotated
rotated until
until either
either
was located
image was
entrance-slit
orderentrance
19thorder
or 19th
the I18th
8th or
-slit image
located in
in the desired
desired
are
profile are
instrumental profile
of the instrumental
spectral element. Typical measurements of
were
slit were
mask slit
the mask
image and the
entrance-slit
theentrance
9. IfIfthe
Fig. 9.
shown in Fig.
shown
-slit image
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Fig.
of the instrumental
instrumental profile
profile made
made with
Fig. 10.
10. Measurements
Measurements of
of the
the width
width of
with
straight and curved
curved slits.
slits. The
Thewidth
width of
of the
the instrumental
instrumental profile at 50
50 percent
percent
of its peak
value, normalized
normalizedto
to the
the exit-slit
exit -slitwidth
width of
of 197 /im,
peak value,
µm, is
is plotted.
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(b) straight
straight slits
slits

Fig.
profile at spectral element number 500
for both
both curved
curved
Fig. 9.
9. Instrumental profile
500 for
and
20-mm
and straight
straight slits 20
-mm long.

perfectly
perfectly matched,
matched, the
the instrumental
instrumental profile
profile would
would be
be the
the dotted
dotted triangles
entrance-slit
gles shown
shown in
in this
this figure.
figure.Instrumental
Instrumental profiles for various entrance
-slit
lengths
lengths were
were measured
measured by
by masking
maskingdown
down the
the top of the entrance
entrance slit.
slit.
The
instrumental-profile
The results
results of the instrumental
-profile measurements
measurements are
are summarsummarized
percent
ized in
in Fig.
Fig.10,
10,where
wherethe
thewidth
widthof
ofthe
the instrument
instrument profile at 50 percent
of its
its peak
peak value
valueisisplotted
plotted versus
versus the
the location
location of the
the spectral element in
the field
field stop.
of curved
curved over
over straight
straight slits is evident
stop. The superiority of
from this figure.
figure. The
profileisis less
The width of the instrumental
instrumental profile
-mm
less for
for 20
20-mm
tall
is for 2
2-mm
slits. Inasmuch as
tall curved
curved slits
slits than
than it is
-mm tall straight slits.
as the
optical
slit length,
length, the
optical throughput
throughput isis directly
directly proportional
proportional to
to the
the slit
throughput
of this
this spectrometer
spectrometerisis aa factor
factor of
often
tenlarger
larger for
for curved
curved slits
slits
throughput of
than for straight
straight slits.
slits. For 20
20-mm
tall curved
curved slits,
slits, the
the normalized
normalized
than
-mm tall
instrumental profile
ideal of 11 for
for all
all spectral
spectral
instrumental
profile width
width approaches
approaches the
the ideal
elements within
elements
within the field stop.

VIL
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The
optical throughput
Hadamard spectrometer
spectrometer with
with either
either a
The optical
throughput of a Hadamard
Czerny-Turner
be significantly
significantly increased
increased by
CzernyTurneroror Ebert
Ebert mounting
mounting can be
using curved
straight slits.
slits. For the
the particular
particular Hadamard
Hadamard
using
curved rather
rather than straight
spectrometer discussed
optical throughput
throughput was
was ininspectrometer
discussed in
in this
this paper,
paper, the optical
creased
using curved
curved slits instead of
creasedby
by more
more than
than aa factor
factor of ten by using
slits.
straight slits.
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